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INNOVATIVE DINING AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, GENEVA  

Designed by internationally acclaimed Adam D. Tihany; Mandarin Oriental, Geneva’s two 

restaurants, ‘Yakumanka by Gastón Acurio’ and ‘Rasoi by Vineet’ along with the hotel’s chic 

MO Bar, are the city’s most stylish venues for gourmands. One an inviting Peruvian restaurant 

offering the best seafood specialties and the other a deliciously innovative Indian restaurant. 

Complementing the choice of restaurants, the hotel also offers the stylish MO Bar; a fun and 

elegant setting to enjoy an array of contemporary and classic cocktails, delicious tapas-style 

food served throughout the day as well as a selection of traditional French dishes for lunch and 

dinner. 

 

Yakumanka by Gastón Acurio 

Yakumanka offers its guests the chance to explore the typical flavors and amazing diversity of 

Peruvian gastronomy. The inviting and modern setting is the perfect backdrop for cebiches, a 

speciality made from fresh fish marinated in Leche de Tigre, a citrus and coriander marinade, 

tiraditos, raw fish finely sliced and placed on top of delicious emulsions just before serving, 

freshly grilled anticuchos, skewers of meat or fish and pisco cocktails.  

The restaurant features Acurio’s acclaimed Peruvian cuisine and seafood specialties in a 

vibrant, modern setting by designer Morendi Arcela reminiscent of an authentic cebicheria. 

The simple elements of wood or rope are inspired by popular Peruvian restaurants. Diners will 

enjoy watching the chefs prepare their cebiches as the open kitchen features a long bar. 

Open daily for breakfast 7 - 10.30am, lunch 12am - 2.30pm and dinner 6.30 - 10.30pm, seats 

120 persons. 
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MO Bar  

MO Bar provides the hotel with the modern luxury bar experience. Open all day every day, it 

has been designed as a contemporary yet classic bar with an extensive cocktail menu offering 

three distinctive and interwoven themes from past, present and future. To name but a few, 

cocktails on the menu include Dolce Vita, The Swiss Manhattan, and Picollo Julep. Delicious 

tapas-style dishes, regional themed bento-boxes and exquisite delicacies are served all day, 

with immaculate presentation and service. 

Open daily 8.30am - 1am. 
-end- 
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